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We are Yas Holding, a diverse business development and investment group based in Abu

Dhabi.Our strategy is to explore, create and realize new investment initiatives in both local and

international markets, creating value for both our shareholders and our customers.Yas

Holding was established in 2006, and has since launched many investment initiatives which

have been transformed into successful, profitable operations in a range of diverse sectors.At

YAS Holding, we are looking for people with a commitment to developing themselves and

the UAE. We employ talented individuals with endless bright ideas and the resilience and

determination to see them turn into reality. Our employment force is composed of a wide

variety of talents from all over the world. We recruit professionals from different areas for YAS

Holding and our subsidiary companies.For more information, Please visit YAS Holding

websitehttps://www.yasholding.ae/ Empowering farmers around the globe. Elite Agro Projects

is synonymous with smart farming. We are a specialist agriculture and farm-related

construction company. Our expertise is in custom-builds of farming facilities, installation of

top-of-the-line farming equipment, irrigation systems, green houses and other farm

infrastructure.It gives us a great sense of accomplishment that we are able to empower

farmers by introducing them to high-performance precision farming, innovations in agri-tech and

best farming practices from around the world. With over a decade of experience in our chosen

field and numerous successful projects globally, we are now a preferred agricultural

construction service provider for an ever growing clientele.We are adept at providing

agricultural solutions suitable for the local conditions, to make profitable farming possible,

establishing top quality facilities and structures to cater to grower requirements. Incorporating
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innovations and technology for optimal results, and conceiving and initiating model projects

that work as templates, these can be replicated quickly and easily.While our reputation in

the GCC countries is well established, we have a growing footprint across the world and a

fast expanding portfolio. Page Project Manager - YHL Careers Careers loaded
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